It has been recently noticed that there is a finite number of two-dimensional classes of product-type systems of difference equations solvable in closed form. We present a new class of this type. A detailed analysis of the form of its solutions is given. Our results complement the previous ones on such systems and present one of the final steps in describing the forms of their solutions.
Introduction
Many types of difference equations and systems have been studied so far. A part of the studies can be found in [-] . Some types of the systems essentially obtained by symmetrization of scalar ones were studied in [-], which was a motivation for further investigations in the field [, , , , -]. Historically, perhaps the first main problem of interest in the whole area was finding formulas for their solutions. For known methods for finding the formulas the reader can consult, for example, [-] . A note of ours from  has influenced some investigation in this direction since that time (see, for example, [, -] and the references therein).
In the study of some classes of equations and systems, product-type ones appear as boundary cases. Finding formulas for positive solutions to the equations and systems in the boundary cases is a routine problem, so not of theoretical interest nowadays. It can be of practical interest only if another system or equation is reduced to such one. However, if all solutions are not positive, the problem is very complicated. The boundary cases of equations and systems have motivated us to study them for the case of non-positive initial values. In fact, the equations and systems on the complex domain have attracted our special attention. Our study started in [] , where a system with two dependent variables was investigated. The form of the system in [] strikingly suggested the study of the solvability of the other systems of related forms (see, e.g., [, ] ). Since the system, as well as a couple of other ones later studied (see, e.g., [] ), was of the form
it naturally suggested the study of the solvability of this, as well as of some related systems. This motivated us to include some coefficients in () and study the solvability of such systems, which was for the first time done in [] , where we showed the solvability theoretically and gave some hints on how to deal with more concrete cases, that is, for some special values of parameters a, b, c and d. Later we realized that complete pictures of the form of the solutions of this type of systems could be given by studying all the quantities appearing there in detail. References [] and [] were the first ones which gave the complete pictures of the forms of the solutions to the systems studied therein. Later in [] we devised another method which deals with the solvability problem, although technically somewhat complex. For some quite recent results on product-type systems see [] , [] and [] .
To finish the project of studying the solvability of product-type systems with two dependent variables (see [, -] and the related references therein), we have to study a few more. Here we study the system
where
In fact, we assume that α, β, z - , z  , w - , w - , w  ∈ C \{}, to avoid dealing with non-defined or trivial solutions. We will give a complete picture of the forms of the solutions to system () for all the values of the parameters and initial values.
Auxiliary results
Some classical auxiliary results that are employed in the section that follows are quoted in this one.
for each m ∈ {, , . . . , k -}, and
Four more or less widely known formulas are listed in the following lemma (see, e.g., [, ]). A recurrent relation connecting this type of sums is given in [] .
for every z ∈ C \ {} and n ∈ N.
The following lemma describes the nature of the zeros of a polynomial of the fourth order in detail (see [] ). 
Lemma  Let
P  (t) = t  + bt  + ct  + dt + e,  = c  -bd + e,  = c  -bcd + b  e + d  -ce, =      -   , P = c -b  , Q = b  + d -bc, D = e -c  + b  c -bd -b  . • if D = , then . • if P < 
Main results
The main results in this paper are proved in this section.
Proof Since a = , we have
From (), we have
which implies that
Hence,
Using ()-() in the first equality in (), we get
From ()-() and some calculations, we easily get ()-(), as desired.
Proof Since b =  system () becomes The case d =  has been recently studied in [] , where, among others, the following theorem was proved.
and consequently
for n ≥ . Note also that
for n ≥ , where
for a k ≥  and every n ≥ k + , and
Using () in (), we get
Hence, by induction we have proved that ()-() hold. From ()-() and (), we get
for n ≥ . From () one sees that a k , b k , c k and d k are solutions tô
and, along with () (for k = , , -, -), we also obtain
and
The solvability of () is well known, from which, along with (), a formula for a k is obtained. Using it in (), a formula for y k is obtained by Lemma . Hence, () is solvable.
We have
so that
We also have
As above we get
where η = α d β -a , a k satisfies () and (), and y k is given by ().
From () with k = n +  and by using () we get for n ∈ N  . As we have already seen, formulas for a k and y k can be found. Using them in () we show the solvability of (). Some calculations show that () and () present a solution to (), from which the result follows.
Corollary  Assume that a, b, c, d ∈
Z, abcd = , α, β, z - , z  , w - , w - , w  ∈ C \ {}.
Then the general solution to () is given by () and (), where a k satisfies () and (), and y k is given by () and ().
Theorem  gives a general form of solutions to system () when abcd = , but does not present explicit formulas for sequences a n and y n involved in the solutions. Now we give some explicit formulas for them in more concrete cases, following some arguments related to the system in [] . Since ac = , we can find the zeros of the characteristic polynomial associated to ()
To do this, we consider the following equivalent equation with a parameter []:
The parameter is chosen so that (as -(bd + c))  = (a  + s)(s  -ac), that is,
or equivalently
Let p = a(bd -c), q = -a  c -(bd + c)  , and s = u + v. Assuming that uv = -p/, from ()
we get u  + v  = -q. Hence, u  and v  are solutions to z  + qz -p  /. Thus
by using the change of variables p = - / and q = - / in (). For s given in () we solve equations () and (). So, the zeros of polynomial () are
By Lemma , the nature of λ j , j = , , depends also on
Zeros of p  are mutually different and different from . If a = , c =  and bd = , polynomial () becomes
Since in this case < , all the zeros of the polynomial are different. Since p  () = ,  is not a zero of the polynomial. In fact, there are many polynomials of the form in () such that < . For example, they are those for which holds ac < abd, that is,  < .
where γ i , i = ,  are constants, is the general solution to ().
Equalities (), along with Lemma  applied to polynomial (), yield
for n ≥ -, from which, along with () and the fact that λ i = , i = , , is obtained:
Moreover, () holds for n ≥ -.
Zeros of p  are different and one of them is . In this case it must be
which implies
Let λ  = . To find the other zeros of p  , we have to solve the equation
By using the change of variables λ = t + a-  and some simple calculations, we get
Using the standard arguments, as those in getting (), we obtain
where ε is such that ε  = , ε = .
For example, if a =  and c = , then bd =  = , =  and
so by Lemma , the polynomial has four different zeros, and one of them is .
Equality () holds with, say, λ  = . Further, we have
for n ∈ N. It is easily shown that () also holds for n = -j, j = , . This analysis, along with Corollary , implies the following result. and (), where (a n ) n≥- is given by () with λ  = , (y n ) n≥- is given by (), λ  = , while λ j , j = , , are given by ().
 is the only double zero of p  . Polynomial p  has a double zero equal to  if () holds and
that is, if and only if
Then we have
From () we must have a =  and c = -, or a =  and c = , or a = - and c = -, or a = - and c = -.
If a = c = , then
Since () holds we see that this case is not possible when abcd = .
If a = , c = -, then
If a = - and c = -, then
In these four cases, we have []
. 
If m is not a triple zero, then it must be m  -am = , that is, a = m.
From (), we get
Hence, if we additionally assume that a = m, am  -m  ∈ Z, m  -am  ∈ Z, we get a family of polynomials of the form in () which have double zeros different from . For example, if a = m ∈ Z \ {, }, then from () it follows that
Since, in the case
where γ i and i = ,  are constants, and the solution satisfying () is
From () and () and by Lemma , we get 
From () we have
from which it follows that a  /c =    ( ± i), which is impossible due to the rationality of a  /c, or is
are two double zeros of p  , for each a = . Since
for every a ∈ Z, p  cannot have two pairs of double zeros such that one of them is equal to . The general solution to () in this case is of the following form: a n = (γ  + γ  n)λ Thus, for every a = , a/ is a triple zero of p  , and p  cannot have a zero of the fourth order. Hence
where γ i and i = ,  are constants, is the general solution to () in this case.
